I. Call to Order
   a. 6:15PM

II. Pledge of Allegiance

III. Indigenous Land Recognition Statement

IV. Roll Call
   a. 12-4
   b. Absent: Johnson, Minsaas, Giesen, Huff

V. Approval of the Agenda
   a. DeAngelis/McKenzie
      i. Scheder/Nygren motion to amend to add Implementation Plan under New Business
         I. Amendment Approved voice vote
            a. Original Motion approved by voice vote

VI. Approval of the Minutes
   a. DeAngelis/Scheder Package and approve
      i. Approved by voice vote

VII. Administrative Update
   a. Samantha Samreth: Tomorrow having the final art reveal outside Old Main, rainy location in the Theater.
   b. Al Thompson: Quick updates, part of early fall, Albertson will be down. Fields will be turfed and complete by August. Champions hall addition coming soon, help with Sentry. Fall of 2025. Childcare Center is looking into Allen Center
      i. Ashley: Champions Hall flagging?
      ii. Thompson: Looking for pipes.
      iii. Ashley: Sculptures outside of Albertson?
      v. McKenzie: Will Delzell remain open?
      vi. Thompson: Yes
      vii. Nygren: I give you MY approval for relocating the Childcare Center to the Allen Center.

VIII. Special Order Speaker

IX. Common Council Update

X. Dean of Students Update
   a. Troy Seppelt: 3.743 items. End of semester and supporting summer course students have access to all services. Sending end of summer email tomorrow. Next Wednesday CLA ceremony. Finally, thank you.

XI. Student Governance Update
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a. Mackena Hendrikse, President, RHA: Transition materials, final events.

XII. Diversity Organization Update
XIII. Student Organization Update
   a. WWSP 90FM
   b. LIT: Black Hogwarts, 100% virtual. Must have a computer and be a UW Student. There is a QR code.
   c. McCoy: QRC hosting an event.

XIV. Public Forum for Non-Agenda Items (5 min. each)
   a. Ben Koenig, President-Elect: Applications are up for two more weeks.

XV. Approvals

XVI. Reports (10 min. each if past 8:30pm)
   a. Senator Announcements
      i. Johnson added, meeting set to 13-3
   b. Executive Announcements
      i. Rogers: Two letters. One academic staff letter, we appreciate them.
         1. Scheder/McCoy Motion to approve academic staff.
            a. Roll call vote:
               i. Johnson abstain
               ii. Mccoy yes
               iii. Pacheco yes
               iv. DeAngelis yes
               v. Erola yes
               vi. Witt yes
               vii. Xiong yes
               viii. Zanen yes
               ix. McKenzie yes
               x. Scheder yes
               xi. Schiedermayer yes
               xii. Ashley yes
               xiii. Nygren yes
                  1. Approved 12-0-4
   b. University staff letter.
      i. McCoy/McKenzie motion to approve
         1. Roll call:
            ii. Johnson: yes
            iii. Mccoy yes
            iv. Pacheco yes
c. Ad Hoc Announcements

d. Budget Director Erickson
   i. SUFAC met to discuss the green fund. We did not go through with the EV Charger.

e. Head Justice Garrigan

f. Executive Director DeLain
   i. Not too much this week.

g. Speaker of the Senate Scheder
   i. I submitted a meme for my report this week. I am working on a free speech forum. Next week will be a Transfer of Powers. Awards, cake, first meeting of 55. First agenda item is Senator approvals. Speaker elections, caucus chairs, then new Executives. I nominated Julia, maybe that was a mistake.

h. Vice President Waite
   i. Letter about GOP Speaker Vos to eliminate Diversity offices on campus
      1. McKenzie/McCoy Motion to approve
         a. Scheder/McCoy motion to amend the letter to change wording and structure to proposed amendments.
         b. Scheder: The meaning and context remains the same.
            i. Amendment approved by voice vote
            ii. Roll call: Johnson abstain
            iii. McCoy yes
            iv. Pacheco yes
            v. DeAngelis yes
            vi. Erola yes
            vii. Witt yes
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viii. Xiong yes
ix. Zanan yes
x. McKenzie yes
xi. Scheder yes
xii. Schiedermayer yes
xiii. Ashley yes
xiv. Nygren yes

1. 13-0-3

i. President Beyersdorf
   i. End of the year celebration at our Advisors

XVII. New Business
   a. Implementation Plan
      i. Beyersdorf and Scheder: Only motivation to complete this year is the
differential tuition discussion. We want a process for admin to agree.
Ading Pointers After Dark, DCA, DoS. Chancellors, VC’s met today.
Regents changed policy so we are bound by law. Added a couple
paragraphs. Admin had the idea to put Pointers After Dark in there.

XVIII. Old Business
   a. Resolution Updating the SGA SUFAC Bylaws
      i. Nygren/DeAngelis Motion to approve
         1. Roll Call Vote:
            a. Johnson yes
            b. McCoy yes
            c. Pacheco yes
            d. Deangelis yes
            e. Erola yes
            f. Witt yes
            g. Xiong yes
            h. Zanan yes
            i. Mckenzie yes
            j. Scheder yes
            k. Schiedermayer yes
            l. Ashley yes
            m. Nygren yes
            i. 13-0-3 Approved

b. Resolution Honoring the Service of Corinn Fritz to the University of Wisconsin-
   Stevens Point Student Government Association
i. DeAngelis/Erola Motion to package and approve the Resolutions “Honoring the Service of-”
   a. Roll Call Vote:
      i. Johnson yes
      ii. Mccoy yes
      iii. Pacheco yes
      iv. DeAngelis yes
      v. Erola yes
      vi. Witt yes
      vii. Xiong yes
      viii. Zanan yes
      ix. McKenzie yes
      x. Scheder abstain
      xi. Schiedermayer yes
      xii. Ashley yes
      xiii. Nygren abstain
      1. 11-0-5 Approved.

c. Resolution Honoring the Service of Will Scheder to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Student Government Association
   i. DeAngelis/Erola Motion to package and approve the Resolutions “Honoring the Service of-”
      a. Roll Call Vote:
         i. Johnson yes
         ii. Mccoy yes
         iii. Pacheco yes
         iv. DeAngelis yes
         v. Erola yes
         vi. Witt yes
         vii. Xiong yes
         viii. Zanan yes
         ix. McKenzie yes
         x. Scheder abstain
         xi. Schiedermayer yes
         xii. Ashley yes
         xiii. Nygren abstain
         1. 11-0-5 Approved.
d. Resolution Honoring the Service of Kyle Beyersdorf to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Student Government Association
   i. DeAngelis/Erola Motion to package and approve the Resolutions “Honoring the Service of-”
      a. Roll Call Vote:
         i. Johnson yes
         ii. Mccoy yes
         iii. Pacheco yes
         iv. DeAngelis yes
         v. Erola yes
         vi. Witt yes
         vii. Xiong yes
         viii. Zanan yes
         ix. McKenzie yes
         x. Scheder abstain
         xi. Schiedermayer yes
         xii. Ashley yes
         xiii. Nygren abstain
            1. 11-0-5 Approved.

e. b. Resolution Honoring the Service of Allie Waite to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Student Government Association
   i. DeAngelis/Erola Motion to package and approve the Resolutions “Honoring the Service of-”
      a. Roll Call Vote:
         i. Johnson yes
         ii. Mccoy yes
         iii. Pacheco yes
         iv. DeAngelis yes
         v. Erola yes
         vi. Witt yes
         vii. Xiong yes
         viii. Zanan yes
         ix. McKenzie yes
         x. Scheder abstain
         xi. Schiedermayer yes
         xii. Ashley yes
xiii. Nygren abstain
   1. 11-0-5 Approved.

g. Resolution Honoring the Service of Colin Nygren to the University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point Student Government Association
   i. DeAngelis/Erola Motion to package and approve the Resolutions “Honoring the Service of-”
      a. Roll Call Vote:
         i. Johnson yes
         ii. McCoy yes
         iii. Pacheco yes
         iv. DeAngelis yes
         v. Erola yes
         vi. Witt yes
         vii. Xiong yes
         viii. Zanan yes
         ix. McKenzie yes
         x. Scheder abstain
         xi. Schiedermayer yes
         xii. Ashley yes
         xiii. Nygren abstain
            1. 11-0-5 Approved.

XIX. Farewell Remarks
XX. Announcements
XXI. Adjournment
   a. 8:10PM